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We have looked at race, sex, and gender as some of the areas where 
one might find ways to define himself.  Now we are ging to narrow 
things a little bit and look at the brain as one form of identity.  So much 
goes on in the brain --  but what about differences in the brain.  We 
certainly recognize that different people have different abilities --  
mathematical, verbal, memory, perception, etc.  Do these differences 
run along lines that we can identify as male and female?  Are the brains 
of women different in some structural and functional way than men? 
 
Let’s start with a little  understanding of he brain itself. 
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The distant ancestor of the human brain originated in the primordial 
seas some 500,000,000 years ago.  
Life and survival in those seas was relatively simple and in 
consequence these early brains consisted of just a few hundred nerve 
cells. As these initial sea-creatures evolved and became more complex, 
so too did the brain. A major change occurred when these early fish 
crawled out of the seas and onto the land.  
The enhanced difficulties of survival on land led to the selection of the 
"reptilian brain". This brain organization is still visible in all modern 
reptiles and mammals and is a powerful clue to our common 
evolutionary ancestry.  
The next major addition occurred with the mammalian brain in which a 
new structure emerged - the cerebrum or forebrain along with its 
covering, the cortex. By now, the brain consisted of literally hundreds of 
millions of nerve cells organized into separate regions of the brain and 
associated with different tasks.  
 
About 5,000,000 years ago, another type of cortex appeared in a new 
species -  early man. In this brain, the surface of the cortex was 
organized into separate columnar regions less than one millimeter wide  
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Only 100,000 years ago, the ancestors of modern man had a brain 
weighing only about one pound - roughly a third of the weight of the 
current version.  
 
Most of this increased weight is associated with the most striking 
feature of the human brain - the cortex - the two roughly symmetrical, 
corrugated and folded hemispheres which sit astride the central core.  
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Outmost - cerebral cortex 
 
Most recently evolved and complex 
 
Inward and lower => more primitive and basic functions; less conscious 
control 
 
About 100,000 years ago, this new cortex underwent rapid expansion with the 
advent of modern man. The present day cortex contains something like two-
thirds of all neurons and weighs about three pounds - almost triple its weight 
only one hundred thousand years ago!   
Thus the human brain consists of roughly three separate parts.�  
 The first segment in the lower section, sometimes called the brain stem or 
hind brain, consisting of structures such as the medulla (controlling 
breathing, heart rate and digestion) and the cerebellum (coordinating senses 
and muscle movement). Much of these features are inherited "as is" from the 
reptilian brain.�   
The second segment appears as a slight swelling in lower vertebrates and 
enlarges in the higher primates and ourselves into the midbrain. The 
structures contained here link the lower brain stem to the thalamus (for 
information relay) and to the hypothalamus (which is instrumental in  
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Brain Parts Specialize 
 
This picture shows how the sensory & motor cortexes (the control of 
muscles) are specialized.  Note how some areas (lips) have lots of 
brain associated with it and others have little (upper arm). 
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Two halves; divided in middle 
 
Each has different functions 
 
Left:  controls right body and speech 
 
Right:  controls left body and perception of spatial relationships (where 
foot is compared to ground) 
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A longitudinal fissure separates the human brain into two distinct 
cerebral hemispheres, connected by the corpus callosum. The sides 
resemble each other and each hemisphere's structure is generally 
mirrored by the other side. Yet despite the strong similarities, the 
functions of each cortical hemisphere are different. the lateralizations 
are functional trends, which differ across individuals and specific 
function. Short of having undergone a hemispherectomy (removal of a 
cerebral hemisphere), no one is a "left-brain only" or "right-brain only" 
person. 
 
Brain function lateralization is evident in the phenomena of right- or left-
handedness and of right or left ear preference, but a person's preferred 
hand is not a clear indication of the location of brain function. Although 
95% of right-handed people have left-hemisphere dominance for 
language, only 18.8% of left-handed people have right-hemisphere 
dominance for language function. Additionally, 19.8% of the left-handed 
have bilateral language functions.[4] Even within various language 
functions (e.g., semantics, syntax, prosody), degree (and even 
hemisphere) of dominance may differ.!
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Hemispheres connect via corpus callosum - these connections allow 
the right side to know what the left side is doing.   
Corpus callosum has been cut for epilepsy patients and causes 
interesting results (May describe experiment). 
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Cerebrum divided into lobes 
 
Frontal:  planning and execution of movements 

 higher level thought, decision making, process and 
  transmit info on body movement 

Parietal:  Perceives sensations (touch, pressure); spatial orientation 
role 
 
Temporal lobe:  auditory processing and memory 
 
Occipital lobe:  visual center  
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Limbic:  wraps around brain stem 
 
Center of emotion formation and processing, for learning and memory 
 
Many parts 
 
One part:  amydala --  formation of complex emotional responses,  

    esp. fear and 
aggression;  Involved in signaling the cortex of motivationally significant stimuli such 
as those related to reward and fear !

! ! ! !in addition to social 
functions such as mating. 
 
The limbic system operates by influencing the endocrine system and the 
autonomic nervous system. It is highly interconnected with the nucleus accumbens, 
the brain's pleasure center, which plays a role in sexual arousal and the "high" derived 
from certain recreational drugs. These responses are heavily modulated by 
dopaminergic projections from the limbic system. In 1954, Olds and Milner found that 
rats with metal electrodes implanted into their nucleus accumbens repeatedly pressed 
a lever activating this region, and did so in preference to eating and drinking, 
eventually dying of exhaustion.[6]The limbic system is also tightly connected to the 
prefrontal cortex. Some scientists contend that this connection is related to the 
pleasure obtained from solving problems. To cure severe emotional disorders, this  
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On average, men generally outperform women at this task, 
although it is important to note that many women score extremely 
well.Males may generally score higher because they tend to pay 
more attention to space or the geometry of the world around them. 
Differences such as this may reflect differences in the brain.One 
theory suggests that exposure to higher levels of testosterone 
before birth gives men an added advantage because the hormone 
may stimulate the development of the right hemisphere of the 
brain. This is the side that contributes most to spatial awareness. 
Complete all six parts to get your brain sex profile 
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Did you know that women tend to outperform men on this task? 
Some scientists think that women's oestrogen levels make them 
much better at noticing details of their environment and spotting 
changes.This might explain why women always seem to know 
where the car keys are! 
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Your empathizing score is an indication of your ability to read and 
respond to others' emotions; women score higher. 
Your systemising score indicates how much you enjoy exploring 
the intricacies of systems, for example playing strategy games 
and putting together flat pack furniture; men score higher 
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Women are said to outperform men in this task because they tend 
to be more sensitive to facial expressions. They are generally 
better at discerning someone's mood just by looking at their eyes. 
Studies of children's behaviour have shown that on average girls 
make more eye contact than boys.This test was originally called 
'The Reading the Mind in the Eyes Test,' devised by Professor 
Baron Cohen at Cambridge University to test theories about 
Asperger Syndrome and Autism. 
 
NOTE:  2009-2010 the Male score is several points higher than the 
female score.  The female score is consistant with previous years. 
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Some scientists believe your index to ring finger length ratio can 
reveal a lot about your development in your mother's womb.The 
amount of testosterone we are exposed to in the womb is thought 
to influence the growth of our ring fingers. This theory may 
explain why men's ring fingers are often longer than their index 
fingers. The average male ratio is .96.On average, women's index 
and ring fingers are more or less of equal length, with a ratio of 
around 1.00.There also is some evidence that our finger ratio can 
be affected by the number of older brothers we have. 
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Studies have shown that men tend to do better than women at this 
task because performance is influenced by testosterone levels. 
Women with high testosterone levels often perform well too. 
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 Did you know that, on average, women use 15,000 words a day 
while men use 7,000? 
Women took about twice as long as men to end their online instant 
messenging conversations in a 2003 study of US university 
students. The study, which was published in the Journal of 
Language and Social Psychology, also found that women were 
much more likely to use emoticons (representations of emotions 
using punctuation marks). 
The most popular emoticon was the smiley face :- ) 
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Complex 
 
Parts work tog. 
 
Maintain life processes like breathing and body temp. as well as higher 
functions: 
 
Creative thought and emotions 
 
 
http://www.stanford.edu/group/hopes/basics/braintut/ab1.html 
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So, what do we know about the brains of men and women? 
 
Women have smaller bodies than men, and this difference in body size 
extends to the head, skull, and brain. As shown in figure 1, most of the 
difference in intracranial volume (a measure of the maximum size to 
which the brain grows) between healthy women and men is explained 
by height. However, several studies have shown that even when height 
is taken into account, women still have smaller brains than men. 
 
 
http://pubs.niaaa.nih.gov/publications/arh27-2/181-185.htm 
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Some investigators have found that women’s proportion of gray matter 
appears to be slightly, but significantly, greater than men’s (Gur et al. 
1999). Other researchers have suggested that this difference is 
secondary to overall brain size and not specifically related to gender 
(Luders et al. 2002). Figure 3 shows that, among healthy nonalcoholic 
control subjects, women have proportionally more gray matter than 
men; it also appears that the proportion of the inside of the skull 
occupied by gray matter decreases with aging similarly in men and 
women. However, analyses of gray�matter volume were conducted to 
remove the influence of overall brain size, the differences in gray matter 
between the genders were no longer significant. This suggests that the 
greater proportion of gray matter observed among women is caused by 
differences in brain size between men and women and not by gender 
itself. 
 
You also see that in both men and women the proportion of the skull 
occupied by gray matter decrease with age; your brain gets smaller as 
you get older. 
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Size of brain structures is thought to reflect their importance in the 
animal =>   
 
Primates rely on vision, have large visual cortex 
Rats rely on smell, have large olfaction areas 
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Some examples 
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A study  led by Dr. Godfrey Pearlson (9)  has shown that two areas 
in the frontal and temporal lobes related to language  (the areas of 
Broca and Wernicke, named after their discoverers) were 
significantly larger in women, thus providing a biological reason 
for women's notorious  superiority in language-associated 
thoughts.  
 
Using magnetic resonance imaging,  the scientists measured gray 
matter volumes in several cortical regions  in 17 women and 43 
men. Women had 23% (in Broca's area, in the dorsolateral  
prefrontal cortex) and 13% (in Wernicke's area, in the superior 
temporal  cortex) more volume than men. 
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Another study: 
 

Men have more neurons in cortex, but women have more space for 
synapes and dentrites,  

 
Because women fewer neurons, fewer can be lost before effects of 
Alzheimer’s shows up 

 
Women are more prone to dementia (like Aalazheimer’s) 
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Hormones certainly change the way the physical body takes shape; 
hormones can influence brain development as well. 
 
Thus, some difference between males and females may be NOT be 
cultural or from hormones of puberty but be there from birth. 
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Young human boys tend to gravitate toward balls and toy cars and girls 
toward dolls --  is this culture or brain biology? 
 
Melissa Hines and Gerianne Alexander gave monkeys choices of toy 
types.  

 (rag dolls, trucks, picture books)  
 
Male vervets spend more time playing with masculine toys than females  
Females  spent more time with items typically preferred by girls.   
Both sexes spent equal time with picture books and neutral toys 
 
Toy preferences thus may result from some innate biological 
differences.   
These could come from selective pressure during evolution.  
 Male human children and monkeys preferred toys to propel through 
space and rough and tumble play ==>  might relate to behaviors useful 
in hunting and securing a mate;  
females selected toys useful to hone skills to nurture their young 
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Very young male and female infants show a disparity in how people 
centered they are: 
 
Researcher:  Simon Baron-Cohen (1st cousin to Borat) 
 
One day old infants shown either the lively face of a female student or a 
mobile that matched the color, size and shape of the face with a 
scrambled mixture of her facial features.   
 
Experimenters were unaware of the baby’s sex during experiment 
 
Girls spent more time looking at student; boys more time at the 
mechanical object 
 
Implication:  We come out of the womb with some cognitive differences 
built in 
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Goldstein:   
Observations:  Amygdala are larger in men - more connections here than in females.   
Amygdala operates in response to stress.   
Hypothesis --  expect differences in how men and women react to stress due to these 
differences in the amygdala. 
 
TEST:  Do male and female amygdala respond differently to stress:   
Use Degu Pups (S. American rodents), live in large colonies like prairie dogs.  
Separation is upsetting. 
Separated pups from mom. 
Measured concentration of serotonin receptors in various brain regions after 
separation.  Serotinin is neurotransmitter for emotional behavior 
 
Allowed pups to hear mother’s call during separation:  found increase in receptors in 
males and decrease in females 
 
Hard to speculate about humans:  maybe male and female infants experience 
different states of well-being regarding separation anxiety.  Separation annxiety is 
more prevalent in girls than boys. 
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Tracey Shors and colleages (Rutgers, Princeton, and the Rockefeller University) 
 
Does delivering electric shock to the tail (stressful) to an animal improve the 
learning curve? 
 
Results:  Yes for males; no for females --  impairs that of females 
 
Next experiment:  inject pregnant mothers with anti-testosterone drug that 
crosses placenta --   blocks masculinization effects of testosterone 
 
These male babies show no improvement in learning 
 
Male rats castrated at birth DID retain the male typical improvement in learning 
even though they did not make testosterone after birth. 
 
 
Consider also the series of papers published over the last seven years by 
Tracey Shors and her colleagues at Rutgers, Princeton, and the Rockefeller 
University. Professor Shors has demonstrated that violent stress -- such as 
delivering electrical shocks to an animal -- improves the learning curve of a 
male animal, while it impairs the learning of a female animal. "Exposure to the 
stressor had diametrically opposed effects" on learning, she reports in her 1998  
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Observation:  Amygdala is involved with arousing situations 
Cahill (author of his brain, her brain) looked at the relation between emotionally arousing situations and memory 
Experiment:  Use watching violent films to get at differences between men and 
women. 
Showed both men and women volunteers graphically violent films, like a boy playing 
soccer being run over by a car. 
Measured activity in the brain with PET scans and then quizzed them weeks later on 
what they remembered. 

 
RESULTS:  

 Left amygdala involved women 
 right amygdala involved men 

RECALL:  RIGHT SIDE Of THE BRAIN:  biased toward the central aspects of a situation 
  LEFT SIDE OF THE BRAIN:  process the finer details 

Hypothesis:  If right brain processes central aspects of a situation and the left tends to the finer details (long accepted theory), then if volunteers are given a drug slowing the 
activity of the amygdala, men should have trouble remembering the gist of the story and women have trouble remembering the details 
 
RESULTS:   

 Men had most trouble recalling the holistic aspects (that the boy had been run over by a car) 

 Women had trouble recalling the details (boy had a soccer ball)  
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Language. Neuro-radiologist Joseph Lurito asked female and male 
volunteers to listen to a John Grisham novel. He mapped what 
areas of the brain "lit up" in each volunteer while they were 
listening. His findings, released in November 2001, were striking. 
Women use both the right and left hemispheres in processing 
language; men use only the left hemisphere. 
 
Sally Shaywitz and her colleagues at Yale University. The Yale 
group has performed a series of experiments over the past ten 
years, studying what areas of the brain are activated when 
subjects read. In right-handed men, they found that just a small 
area in the left hemisphere -- the left inferior frontal gyrus -- "lit 
up" when men read. In right-handed women, the pattern of 
activation was remarkably different: both frontal lobes "lit up," and 
the activation was not confined to the inferior frontal gyrus but 
was more diffuse 
 
 
http://www.medicine.indiana.edu/news_releases/archive_00/
men_hearing00.html 
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Navigation. Psychologists have found that females and males use different 
strategies when they are navigating.  
Ask a woman how to get to a friend's house, and she may tell you something 
like, "Go down Elm Street till you see the McDonald's. Then make a left, go past 
the hardware store and the Exxon station, then you'll see the elementary school. 
Make a right just past the elementary school and go about another block till you 
see a split level house painted lime green, with these unbelievable fuchsia 
shutters and trim, can you believe it? It looks like a gingerbread house after the 
mold has gotten to it. That's their house."  
A man, giving directions to the same house, might say, "Go south on Elm Street 
about two miles, then turn left so you're heading east on Duke Street. After one 
mile on Duke Street, turn south again onto Scottsdale Boulevard. Their house is 
the fourth from the intersection, on the left.” 
See the difference? Women typically navigate using landmarks that can be seen 
or heard. Men are more likely to use abstract concepts such as north and south, 
or absolute distance 
Those different strategies correlate with different brain regions.  
Neuroscientists have found that women and men use different areas in the brain when 
they are given problems which require navigational skills. Women use the cerebral 
cortex -- mostly the right parietal cortex -- while men do not use the parietal cortex but 
instead use primarily the left hippocampus, a nucleus deep inside the brain which is 
not activated in the women's brains during navigational tasks. 
 
The hippocampus is a part of the forebrain, located in the medial temporal lobe. It  
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Is one brain superior to another or just different? 
 
Will studying these differences lead to positive or negative ends? 
 
There is a  potential for abuse and harm if either gender would  
seek to construct evidence for superiority of the male or female 
brain  from these findings. 
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We can ask the same kind of question regarding homosexuality:  Is it 
Biological or Cultural? 
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Homosexual: 
 can be men and women 
 can be all shapes and sizes 
 from all walks of life 
 some have long-term relationships, some are single 
 some have kids and grandkids 

 
We’ll use Gay and Lesbian to distinguish between male and female 
homosexuals 
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Poll started in 1977, the answers were 13% and 56%, respectively 
 
First time the answer was equally split. 
 
Other polls indicate that those people who believe sexual orientation 
cannot be changed, is biologicially based or is not a choice are more 
likely to believe that there should not be social or criminal sanctions 
against homosexual behavior. 
 
Lots of data found here: (googled gallup poll homosexuality) 
http://www.religioustolerance.org/hom_poll2.htm 
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In 1972 & 73 the American Psychiatric Assoc. deleted homosexuality as 
a disease from their diagnostic handbooks. 
 
� The term "sexual preference" was introduced in the 1970's to correct 
the earlier concept that homosexuality was a disease or deviation. 
 
� After 1982, as more scientists found evidence that homosexuality & 
heterosexuality may not be a matter of free choice, the term "sexual 
orientation" emerged & is commonly used today. 
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There are numerous ways they COULD 
 
We will look at the results of key research into the genetic and biological 
influences on human sexual orientation 
 
Cause and Effect:  A close binding mother (environmental cause) might 
induce hormonal (biological effect) changes that lead to homosexual 
(effect) 

 Facial beauty (biological cause) influence parents to treat 
a son in a way (environmental effect) as to steer him to homosexuality 
(effect) 
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Depends on definitions and how willing individuals are to divulge 
information 
 
Numbers seem consistant across culture and time 
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If rates are higher among siblings, there maybe genetics involved --  but 
maybe not:  Why? 
 
Studies look at the rate of homosexual orientation among siblings 
where one is homosexual 
 
Conclusion:  Gays are more likely to have gay brothers than lesbian 
sisters 
 
This in turn suggests factors influencing homosexual orientation may be 
different for males than females 
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http://www.psy.plym.ac.uk/year3/psy364gender-nature-nurture/
psy364gender-nature-nurture.htm#Location-INAH 
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Talk about twin studies; why are they more useful than just sibling 
studies 
 
 
Bailey and Pillard[ Bailey J, Pillard R. "A Genetic Study of Male Sexual 
Orientation", Arch Gen Psychiatry , 1991. 48:1089-1096. 
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Talk about twin studies; why are they more useful than just sibling 
studies 
 
Bailey and Pillard[ Bailey J, Pillard R. "A Genetic Study of Male Sexual 
Orientation", Arch Gen Psychiatry , 1991. 48:1089-1096. 
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Conclusion:  Strong environmental contribution as well 
 
Since, however, there is not an agreed upon rate among the general 
pop, use caution when making  this conclusion 
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Talk about twin studies; why are they more useful than just sibling 
studies 
 
Conclusion:  Strong environmental contribution as well 
 
Since how ever, there is not an agreed upon rate among he general 
pop, use caution when making  this conclusion 
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Dean Hamer and his colleagues had performed a common type 
of behavioral genetics investigation called the "linkage 
study."  

Researchers identify a behavioral trait that runs in a family, 
and then: 

a)  look for a chromosomal variant in the genetic material of 
that family, and 

b)  determine whether that variant is more frequent in family 
members who share the particular trait. 
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Hamer et al. (1993) performed pedigree and linkage analyses of 110 families of 
homosexual men. !
Increased rates of same-sex orientation were found in the maternal uncles and 
maternal male cousins of these subjects, but not in their fathers or paternal 
relatives, suggesting X-linked transmission. Thus, Hamer chose to look at the 
X-chromosome!
Linkage analysis using DNA markers in a selected group of 40 families in 
which there were 2 gay brothers and no indication of nonmaternal transmission 
demonstrated a correlation between homosexual orientation and the inheritance 
of polymorphic markers on the X chromosome in approximately 82% (66% in 
a replicated study) of the sib-pairs tested. !
Since male children only inherit one X from mom, who has two X’s, the 
probability that both brothers in a pair would inherit the same part of the 
X chromsome is 50%.  Thus when 82% of gay brothers share the Xq28 
genetic marker, that was significant and not due to chance. 
 
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/omim/306995 
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The evidence for the Xq28 marker is therefore preliminary and has yet 
to be fully proved or disproved. !
Even at face value, the discovery of the Xq28 region would only show 
one genetic correlate of male homosexuality. Hamer's study was 
important though, as it was the first experiment to claim such a 
correlation. !
!
These findings do not suggest that the Xq28 region is necessary for 
homosexuality or singularly causes homosexuality, but rather that it 
might play one of many factors in causing homosexuality in some males!
!
t!
!
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Can flies be meaningfully compared to humans in the context of sexual 
orientation? 
 
Humans have beliefs and desires and flies may not; they may not serve 
as very usefull models. 
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“Bonobos lubricate the gears of social harmony with sex, in all possible 
permutations and combinations: males with females, males with males, 
females with females, and even infants with adults. The sexual acts 
include intercourse, genital-to-genital rubbing, oral sex, mutual 
masturbation and even a practice that people once thought they had a 
patent on: French kissing.Bonobos use sex to appease, to bond, to 
make up after a fight, to ease tensions, to cement alliances. Humans 
generally wait until after a nice meal to make love; bonobos do it 
beorehand, to alleviate the stress and competitiveness often seen 
among animals when they encounter a source of food. “ 
 
Possible VIDEO Segment 



Epigenetics = temporary switches (methyl groups) 
 
These marks are usually erased a fertilization, but sometimes may not 
be. 
 
Epigenetics marks (epi-marks) could be inherited from father to 
daughter and mother to son.   
 
In females, the normal route is to have low testosterone levels and low 
sensitivity to testosterone.  If she inherits epi-marks from her father that 
give her higher sensitivity, then this may influence her sexuality.  Vice 
versa for males. 
 
http://www.world-science.net/othernews/121212_epigenetics.htm 
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Musculizing superscripts make you more susceptible to testosterone 
 
Feminizing superscripts make you less susceptible to testosterone. 
 
Safety feature? Incase there is too much. 
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Just finding a possible gene does not say anything about its mechanisms:  HOW does 
it influence sexual orientation 
Best known work of comparing brains of heterosexual and homosexual  men comes 
from LeVay 
 
Researched 4 groups in the anterior hypothalamus - Had been reported to play role in 
regulation of sexual behavior in animals 
He obtained brains from 41 deceased hospital patients. 19 gay men who had died of 
AIDS, 16 presumed but not confirmed heterosexual men (6 of whom had died of 
AIDS), and 6 heterosexual women (1 of whom had died of AIDS)!
!
Found INAH#3 to be  on average2X larger in gay men (but in 3 gays it was larger and 
3 heterosexuals it was smaller - the RANGE of sizes in the two groups was similar)!
 
Critique of study: 

 Used men who had died of AIDS (Maybe AIDS caused the smaller area) 
 Used only 41 subjects 

 
Caution with Correlations: 

 Were these differences present at birth or did they arise later as a 
result of the men’s sexual behavior or caused by te AIDS? 
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Use  finger length as a measure of exposure to fetal androgens 
Results suggest that events (hormone levels) before birth influence 
human sexual orientation. The masculinized right-hand 2D:4D ratio in 
homosexual women may reflect fetal androgen levels that are slightly 
higher than in heterosexual women 
 
http://www.unl.edu/rhames/courses/readings/homofinger/
homo_finger.html 
 
http://archives.cnn.com/2000/HEALTH/03/29/gay.fingers/ 



Use  finger length as a measure of exposure to fetal androgens 
Results suggest that events (hormone levels) before birth influence 
human sexual orientation. The masculinized right-hand 2D:4D ratio in 
homosexual women may reflect fetal androgen levels that are slightly 
higher than in heterosexual women 
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There is considerable overlap and it is not possible to use finger length 
ratios to predict sexual orientation with any accuracy 
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Problems indicate we must view research with caution 
 
Small samples:  recruiting participants is difficult 
 
Most participants are are volunteers; is this a truly representative 
sample? Is there bias?  Example:  Are gay men with a gay brother more 
likely to volunteer than  a gay man with a heterosexual brother for fear 
of of conflict between themselves? 
 
Defining:  Different scales are used for different studies 

 For example, relying on simple questions like, “Have you 
ever had a fantasy about a member of the same sex?” could yield 
different results than asking questions about ones actual life 
experiences vs asking self identificaiton 
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Hetersexuality may have low genetic correlation -->  natural selection 
may have little effect on homosexuality 
 
Homosexuals with some heterosexual leaning still have children 
 
The genes in different combinations may enhance survival; specific 
combinations may lead to homosexuality --  and in other combinations 
enhance survival and differential reproduction 
Genetic factors linked to homosexuality in men apparently boost fertility 
in women. Female relatives of gay men, on their mother's side of the 
family, had more children than female relatives of heterosexual men. 
(Corna et al. 2004) 
 
Kin selection:  Contribute to reproductive success by helping family 
members survive and raise offspring. Identical twins share 100% of 
their genes with each other. A parent shares 50% of their genes with 
each of their children. A grandparent shares 25% of their genes with 
each of their grandchildren. 
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Video sources:  http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://
www.bbc.co.uk/theoneshow/article/2007/10/images/
mm_brainsex_271x273.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.bbc.co.uk/
theoneshow/article/2007/10/
mm_brainsex.shtml&h=273&w=271&sz=72&hl=en&start=9&tbnid=ms0
7oSVTVgzTMM:&tbnh=113&tbnw=112&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dsize
%2Bof%2Bmen%2Band%2Bwomen%2527s%2Bbrains%26gbv
%3D2%26svnum%3D10%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DG 
 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/science/humanbody/sex/index_cookie.shtml 


